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Eltima Software releases Recover PDF Password - Significantly Improved
Published on 07/29/09
Eltima Software today releases Recover PDF Password, their popular password recovery tool
for Mac OS X. The new version of Recover PDF Password enables Mac users to drag and drop
a
file into the app, press the Decrypt button and immediately save a copy of the file with
protection removed. It supports all character encodings and is able to recover passwords,
typed in any language and in any keyboard layout. Recover PDF Password can retrieve
Unicode Passwords for protected Acrobat 9.x files.
Bellevue, WA - Since the most common task is recovering the lost owner passwords of PDF
files, Eltima Software decided to simplify this process. From now on if the PDF file is
protected only with owner password (i.e. the file has no user password protection) there
is no need to search for it and then enter the password in Adobe Acrobat to open the PDF
file. The new version of Recover PDF Password enables Mac users to drag and drop a file
into the app, press the "Decrypt" button and immediately save a copy of the file with
protection removed.
If the PDF file was protected with unknown user password (or both user and owner password)
the decryption option is still available. First Recover PDF Password will search for user
or owner password. Afterwards, decryption option can be used in order to create
unprotected copies of PDF files.
Recover PDF Password uses various methods to recover lost passwords: by password length,
by template or exhaustive search method. All methods are provided to be successful,
however, exhaustive search requires maximum time. It supports all character encodings and
is able to recover passwords, typed in any input languages and in any keyboard layout.
Moreover, Recover PDF Password can retrieve Unicode Passwords for protected Acrobat 9.x
files.
Recover PDF Password features at a glance:
* Supports Unicode passwords recovery for Acrobat 9.x files
* Adobe Acrobat software is not required
* Supports PDF 1.7 (Acrobat 9.x) files, including 256-bit encryption
* Recovers user password required to open the file
* A vivid progress bar will show you how much time is left for password recovery
* Unlocks restricted PDF documents by getting rid of printing, editing and copying
restrictions
* Creates decrypted copy of file if only owner or user password is known
* Brute-Force attack is used to recover the owner and user passwords
* Creates decrypted copy of file if only owner or user password is known
* Offers several recovery methods: by password length, by template or exhaustive search
* Specify your own dictionary or template to minimize search time if any part of the
password is known
* Automatically saves password search state and resumes the search after a pause
* Non-English characters in passwords are supported
* Decrypted file passwords can be viewed any time
* Drag and drop PDF files support
* Flexible and user-friendly program interface
Pricing and Availability:
Recover PDF Password is compatible with Mac OS 10.4 and higher. Fully functional version
is available for $39.95 (USD).
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Download Recover PDF Password:
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Eltima Software is a global information technology company. Its team has a proven
reputation for delivering high quality software solutions across a broad spectrum of
technologies also focusing on professional shareware development. For more information
about the company and its products, please visit our site.
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